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Cloud Security Primer

Targeted Attack Entry Points

ARE YOUR BUSINESS
COMMUNICATIONS SECURE?

Trusting Email in Business-Critical Information
Exchange
The emergence of web applications, social media, and consumerization in
the enterprise space has improved business communication in recent years.
Email, however, remains the primary medium for exchanging crucial business
information. Corporate email comprises most of the global email traffic today.
According to a study, business emails are projected to reach over 143 billion by
the end of 2016.1

Email-Based Business Communication

Source: PhoneFactor

Email-based business communication is fast, easy, and only requires, in most
instances, a network connection. It allows for sufficient message length and
lends a sense of formality to exchanges. Emails are also considered legal
documents.
Email is considered a crucial IT service.2 Employees find it necessary in their
workflow, which makes zero-email policies hard to implement.3 In a study, 73%
of enterprises stated they employ company email to send highly confidential
information.4 Some critical documents include customer information, product
designs, corporate strategies, and sales quotes, among others.

Email Attachments
Figure 1. Information executives send via
email

Businesspeople routinely attach documents to their emails as part of normal
business communications.
• Microsoft Word files: Windows is widely employed in enterprises. As
such, the Microsoft Office suite, which is the only software that is fully
compatible with this OS, is also commonly used.5

“Given the targeted nature of
these attacks, the distribution
is low; however, the impact
on compromised institutions
remains high.”
— Nart Villeneuve,
senior threat
researcher
Source: “Trends in Targeted Attacks”

• PDF files: Organizations utilize PDF files since these are multiplatform and
can be easily distributed, archived, and stored. According to a study, 90%
of enterprises stored scanned documents in PDF while 89% said they are
currently converting their Microsoft Word to PDF documents.6
Without a doubt, attackers have recognized how effective email is as a means
to deliver attack tools in targeted attack campaigns.

Targeted Attack Entry Points
Targeted attacks or advanced persistent threats (APTs) refer to a category
of threats that manage to stay undetected in a network or system for a long
period of time while progressing toward their goal—usually to exfiltrate data.
The people behind targeted attacks conduct open-source research to craft
effective social engineering lures. Since email is the leading mode of business
communication, threat actors typically deliver exploits through this medium.
These exploits are later on used to download more malware.
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Email as Infection Vector
Social Engineering Techniques
In order to get recipients to trust booby-trapped emails, attackers:
• Send these via popular webmail accounts such as Yahoo!, Gmail, and others
• Send these from previously compromised email accounts in hopes of
tricking victims into trusting their content
• Use spoofed email addresses that either mimic departments or figures of
authority in the target’s office
In a targeted attack campaign called “Lurid,” one of the email samples
spoofed a sender so the message appeared to come from the Office of
the Dalai Lama.7 In a targeted attack called “Nitro,” on the other hand, the
email used supposedly came from the target company’s IT department.8
• Craft their content so this would be contextually relevant
In the RSA attack that occurred in the early part of 2011, the email sent to a
few employees had the subject, “2011 Recruitment Plan.”9
• Craft attachment file names that would be contextually relevant

Figure 2. Email samples used in targeted
attacks

In the Luckycat campaign, Trend Micro researchers found various examples
of, for instance, email to India-based victims that supposedly contained
information on the country’s ballistic missile defense program.

Source: TrendLabs Malware Blog

One or a combination of the techniques above can convince recipients to
download and open the attachment.

Exploit Carriers
Threat actors take advantage of vulnerabilities in several other popular
software such as Adobe Flash Player, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft
PowerPoint, to name a few, as long as these are likely to work, considering
prior research done on the target company’s network environment.

Figure 3. Most exploited Microsoft
software in April 2012

IXESHE, a targeted attack campaign that utilized compromised servers as
command-and-control (C&C) servers, conducted a couple of attacks that
leveraged then zero-day exploits that took advantage of vulnerabilities in
Adobe Reader. Other campaigns such as Sykipot,10 Lurid, and Luckycat have
all been known to use .PDF files as bait in their initial forays into a target
organization.
Threat actors have likewise used Microsoft Word documents as decoys, for
instance, in the Luckycat campaign. As shown in Figure 2, compared with other
software from the same vendor, Microsoft Word was most commonly used
during the observation period. This was, however, mostly because attackers
found a reliable exploit using a relatively dated vulnerability—CVE-2010-3333.
This means that targeted attacks do not specifically use only zero-day exploits;
attackers instead rely on effective and reliable exploits.
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Other Avenues: Social Networking Platforms, Instant Messages, and
Mobile Devices
Threat actors can likewise use instant messaging and social networking
platforms, not only email, as launchpads for targeted attacks. Furthermore,
Trend Micro researchers found concrete evidence that attackers are looking to
use mobile platforms in targeted attacks.11

Figure 3. Targeted attack entry points

Guarding Entry Points

“Security-related policies and
procedures combined with
education and training programs
are essential components of
defense.”
— Trend Micro threat
researchers

Examining potential initial targeted attack points of entry and applying
appropriate safeguards provide enterprises an advantage in defending their
networks from attacks that threaten mission-critical, sensitive, and confidential
information from getting into attackers’ hands. In the end, this is the scenario
enterprises should prevent.
Since targeted attacks most often use email as point of entry, email security
solutions such as Trend Micro™ InterScan™ Messaging Security Suite,
ScanMail™ Suite for Microsoft® Exchange, and ScanMail Suite for IBM® Lotus®
Domino™ incorporate new forms of protection. Enabling web reputation in
these solutions can block emails with malicious URLs used in phishing attacks.
Due to the nature of targeted attacks, however, these solutions work best
with new technologies to identify malicious email attachments containing
malware. These products feature a new scan engine to determine the risks
an attachment containing targeted malware pose by assessing the attributes
of the file and scanning for known and potential document exploits. If an
attachment is suspicious, it can be automatically sent to a sandbox solution for
further analysis. The ability to perform sandbox analysis such as that found
in Deep Discovery Advisor allows suspicious files to execute in an isolated
container so their effects are restricted and can be observed. Such solutions
not only provide immediate protection but also feed new threat information
back to other security layers to provide customized defenses against
sophisticated threats.
Enterprises need an expanded and layered security solution as well as realtime threat management technology to be able to mitigate the risks targeted
attacks pose. Solutions such as Trend Micro™ Deep Discovery provide network
administrators the network-wide visibility, insight, and control they need in
order to reduce risks associated with targeted attacks, regardless of device
(e.g., smartphone, tablet, etc.) or vector choice (e.g., mobile device, email,
instant message, or social networking site).
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TREND MICRO™
Trend Micro Incorporated (TYO: 4704; TSE: 4704), a global cloud
security leader, creates a world safe for exchanging digital information
with its Internet content security and threat management solutions for
businesses and consumers. A pioneer in server security with over
20 years’ experience, we deliver top-ranked client, server and cloudbased security that fits our customers’ and partners’ needs, stops
new threats faster, and protects data in physical, virtualized and
cloud environments. Powered by the industry-leading Trend Micro™
Smart Protection Network™ cloud computing security infrastructure,
our products and services stop threats where they emerge—from the
Internet. They are supported by 1,000+ threat intelligence experts
around the globe.

TRENDLABSSM
TrendLabs is a multinational research, development, and support
center with an extensive regional presence committed to 24 x 7 threat
surveillance, attack prevention, and timely and seamless solutions
delivery. With more than 1,000 threat experts and support engineers
deployed round-the-clock in labs located around the globe, TrendLabs
enables Trend Micro to continuously monitor the threat landscape
across the globe; deliver real-time data to detect, to preempt, and to
eliminate threats; research on and analyze technologies to combat new
threats; respond in real time to targeted threats; and help customers
worldwide minimize damage, reduce costs, and ensure business
continuity.
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